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Abstract

A real � is called recursively enumerable if it is the limit of a recursive, increasing, converg-
ing sequence of rationals. Following Solovay (unpublished manuscript, IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York, May 1975, 215 pp.) and Chaitin (IBM J. Res.
Develop. 21 (1977) 350–359, 496.) we say that an r.e. real � dominates an r.e. real � if from a
good approximation of � from below one can compute a good approximation of � from below.
We shall study this relation and characterize it in terms of relations between r.e. sets. Solo-
vay’s (unpublished manuscript, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
New York, May 1975, 215 pp.) �-like numbers are the maximal r.e. real numbers with respect
to this order. They are random r.e. real numbers. The halting probability of a universal self-
delimiting Turing machine (Chaitin’s � number (J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 22 (1975) 329–340))
is also a random r.e. real. Solovay showed that any Chaitin � number is �-like. In this paper
we show that the converse implication is true as well: any �-like real in the unit interval is the
halting probability of a universal self-delimiting Turing machine. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Algorithmic information theory, as developed by Chaitin [10, 11, 14], Kolmogorov
[19], SolomonoC [29], Martin-LEof [22], and others (see [4]), gives a satisfactory de-
scription of the quantity of information of individual Fnite strings and inFnite se-
quences. The same quantity of information may be organised in various ways; in order

�An extended abstract of this paper has been presented at STACS 98, see [6]. To be consistent with [6]
we use “recursively enumerable set”, “recursive set”, etc., instead of the more realistic terms “computably
enumerable set”, “computable set”, etc., see [28].
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to quantify the degree of organisation of the information in a string or a sequence,
Bennett [1], Juedes et al. [16], and others, have considered the computational depth.
Roughly speaking, the computational depth of an object is the amount of time required
by an algorithm to derive the object from its shortest description. Bennett [1] showed
that the characteristic sequence �K of the halting problem is strongly deep, while no
random sequence is strongly deep. Investigating this matter further, Juedes et al. [16]
have considered the notion of “usefulness” of inFnite sequences. A sequence x is
useful if all recursive sequences can be computed with oracle access to x within a
Fxed recursive time bound. For example �K is useful, while no recursive or random
sequence is useful.
It is well known that the halting probability of a universal self-delimiting Turing

machine, called Chaitin � number (see [11, 15, 23, 4]), is random, but �K is not; �
and �K contain the same quantity of information but codiFed in vastly diCerent ways.
As we noted before, �K is useful but � is not useful in the sense of Juedes et al. [16].
However, when one is interested in approximating sequences 1 � is more “useful” than
�K ; it is one of the aims of this paper to give a mathematical sense to this statement.
A real � is called r.e. if it is the limit of a recursive increasing sequence of ra-

tionals. R.e. reals are extensively used in computable analysis, see [33, 18]. We will
characterize r.e. reals in various ways. In order to compare the “usefulness” of r.e. reals
for approximation purposes, Solovay [30] (see also [12]) has introduced the following
notion. A real � dominates a real � if there exists a partial recursive function f on
rationals and a constant c ¿ 0 such that if p is a rational number less than �, then
f(p) is (deFned and) less than �, and the inequality

c(� − p)¿�− f(p)

holds. In this case we write �6dom�. Informally, a real � dominates a real � if from
a good approximation of � from below one can compute a good approximation of �
from below. The relation 6dom is transitive and reOexive, hence it naturally deFnes
a partially ordered set 〈Rr:e:;6dom〉 whose elements are the =dom-equivalence classes
of r.e. reals. We shall see that this partially ordered set possesses natural properties. It
has a minimum element which is the equivalence class containing exactly all recursive
reals. It has a maximum element which is the equivalence class containing exactly
all Chaitin � numbers. It is an upper semilattice. The least upper bound of any two
classes containing r.e. reals � and �, respectively, is the class containing the r.e. real
� + �. This implies that addition is compatible with domination, that is if �16dom �1

and �26dom �2, then �1 + �26dom �1 + �2. We also stress that there is an important
relationship between domination and randomness. Indeed, if �6dom �, then � is “more
random” than � in the sense that the Chaitin complexity of the Frst n digits of �
does not exceed the Chaitin complexity of the Frst n digits of � by more than a
constant. In this respect, the partially ordered set 〈Rr:e:;6dom〉 can be thought of as
the world where eCective objects (r.e. reals) are compared according to their degree

1 As in constructive mathematics, see [3, 33, 18], and many other areas.
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of randomness. The more random an eCective object is, the closer it is to Chaitin
� numbers; the less random an eCective object is, the closer it is to recursive reals.
We study the domination relation 6dom further and characterize it in terms of certain
reducibilities between r.e. sets.
Solovay [30] (see also [12]) called an r.e. real �-like if it dominates every r.e.

real. He showed that every Chaitin � number is �-like. In this paper we prove the
converse implication by showing that any �-like real in the unit interval is the halting
probability of a universal self-delimiting Turing machine. This shows the strength of
all �’s for approximation purposes: from a good approximation of � one can obtain
a good approximation of any r.e. real, and no other r.e. reals have this property.
Consequently, compared with a non-�-like r.e. real number, any number � either
contains more information or at least the information contained in � is structured in a
more useful way. However, the situation is diCerent if we do not wish just to compute
an arbitrary rational approximation of an r.e. real but rational approximations of a very
special type, namely Fnite preFxes of its binary representation: we cannot compute
with a total recursive function the Frst n digits of the r.e. real 0:�K (the characteristic
sequence of the halting problem) from the Frst g(n) digits of �, for any total recursive
function g.
We give a brief summary of the paper. The next section introduces some basic

notation. In Section 3 we deFne the program size complexity of strings, we deFne
Chaitin � numbers, and state some basic known results. We give a short proof of
the well-known result that Chaitin � numbers are random. In Section 4, we intro-
duce r.e. reals and give several characterizations of r.e. reals. In this section we also
introduce the domination relation and prove some basic and important facts about
this relation and the induced partially ordered set 〈Rr:e:;6dom〉. In Section 5, we
exhibit a relationship between this partially ordered set and Turing reducibility. We
also give a characterization of 6dom in terms of certain reducibilities between sets
of strings. In the next section, we prove that any �-like real is in fact the halt-
ing probability of some universal self-delimiting Turing machine. We also consider
the question whether �-like reals are also good for computing the digits of the bi-
nary representation of r.e. reals. The last section contains some open problems and
comments.

2. Notation

By N;Q and R we denote the set of non-negative integers, the set of rational
numbers, and the set of real numbers, respectively. A sequence q0; q1; q2; : : : of num-
bers (integers, rationals, or reals) is said to be increasing (to be non-decreasing) if
qi¡qi+1 (if qi6qi+1) for all i. If f and g are natural number functions, the formula
f(n)6g(n) + O(1) means that there is a constant c¿0 with f(n)6g(n) + c, for all
n. If X and Y are sets, then f: X o→ Y denotes a possibly partial function deFned on
a subset of X .
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Let �= {0; 1} denote the binary alphabet. �∗ is the set of (Fnite) binary strings,
�n is the set of binary strings of length n, and �! the set of inFnite binary se-
quences. The length of a string x is denoted by |x|; � is the empty string. Let ¡ be
the quasi-lexicographical order on �∗ and let stringn (n¿0) be the nth string under
this ordering. For strings x; y∈�∗; xy is the concatenation of x and y. For a sequence
x= x0x1 · · · xn · · · ∈�! and an integer number n¿0; x(n) denotes the initial segment
of length n + 1 of x and xi denotes the ith digit of x, i.e., x(n)= x0x1 · · · xn. Lower
case letters k; l; m; n will denote non-negative integers, and x; y; z strings. By x; y; : : :
we denote inFnite sequences from �!; Fnally, we reserve �; �; # for reals. A subset of
�∗ is called a language. Capital letters are used to denote languages. For languages
A and B; A⊆B denotes that A is a subset of B. We Fx a standard recursive pair-
ing function �k; y〈k; y〉 deFned on N × �∗ with values in �∗. For a set A⊆�∗ let
Ak = {x|〈k; x〉 ∈A}. For a language A, �A denotes the inFnite characteristic sequence of
A, that is, (�A)n =1 if stringn ∈A and (�A)n =0 otherwise. For A⊆�∗; A�! denotes
the set of sequences {wx |w∈A; x∈�!}.
We assume that the reader is familiar with Turing machine computations, including

oracle computations. We use K to denote the halting problem, that is, stringn ∈K if
and only if the nth Turing machine halts on the input stringn. We say that a language
A is Turing reducible to a language B, and we write A6TB, if there is an oracle Turing
machine M such that MB(stringn)= (�A)n, for all n∈N. For further notation we refer
to [4].

3. Complexity and randomness

In this section, we review some fundamentals of algorithmic information theory that
we will use in this paper. We are especially concerned with self-delimiting (Chaitin=
program-size) complexity and algorithmic randomness. Program-size complexity is a
technical improvement of the original formulation of the descriptive complexity that
was developed by Chaitin [11]; the advantage of the self-delimiting version is that it
gives a precise characterization of algorithmic probability and random sequences.
Program-size complexity employs a slightly restricted model of deterministic Turing

machine computation. A self-delimiting Turing machine M has a program tape, an
output tape, and a work tape. Only 0’s, 1’s and blanks can ever appear on a tape. The
program tape and the output tape are inFnite to the right, while the worktape is inFnite
in both directions. Each tape has a scanning head. The program and output tape heads
cannot move left, but the worktape head can move in both directions. The program
tape is read-only, the output tape is write-only, and the worktape is read=write.
A self-delimiting Turing machine M starts in the initial state with a program x∈�∗

on its program tape, the output tape blank, and the worktape blank. The left-most cell
of the program tape is blank and the program tape head initially scans this cell. The
program x lies immediately to the right of this cell and the rest of the program tape
is blank. The output tape head initially scans the left-most cell of the output tape.
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During each cycle of operation the machine reads the content of the scanned program
tape cell and of the scanned worktape cell; it may halt, move the read head of the
program tape one cell to the right, write a 0, a 1, or a blank on the scanned worktape
cell, move the read=write head of the worktape one cell to the left or to the right,
and write a 0 or a 1 on the scanned output tape cell and move the write head of the
output tape one cell to the right. The machine changes state: the action performed and
the next state are both functions of the present state and the contents of the two cells
being scanned by the program tape head and by the worktape head.
If, after Fnitely many steps, M halts with the program tape head scanning the last

bit of x, then the computation is a success, and we write M (x)¡∞; the output of
the computation is the string M (x)∈�∗ that has been written on the output tape.
Otherwise, the computation is a failure, we write M (x)=∞, and there is no output.
In view of the above deFnition, a successful computation must end with the program

tape head scanning the last bit of the program. Since the program tape head is read-
only and cannot move left, this implies that for every self-delimiting Turing machine
M the program set

PROGM = {x∈�∗ |M (x)¡∞}

is an instantaneous code, i.e., a set of strings with the property that no string in it is
a proper preFx of another. Conversely, every preFx-free r.e. set set of words is the
domain of some self-delimiting Turing machine. It follows by Kraft’s inequality that,
for every self-delimiting Turing machine M ,

�M =
∑

x∈PROGM

2−|x|61:

The number �M is called the halting probability of M .

De�nition 3.1. Let M be a self-delimiting Turing machine. The program-size com-
plexity of the string x∈�∗ (relatively to M) is HM (x)= min{|y| | y∈�∗; M (y)= x},
where min ∅=∞.

It was shown by Chaitin [11] (see [4]) that there is a self-delimiting Turing machine
U that is universal, in the sense that, for every self-delimiting Turing machine M , there
is a constant cM (depending upon M) with the following property: if M (x)¡∞, then
there is an x′ ∈�∗ such that U (x′)=M (x) and |x′|6|x|+ cM . Clearly, every universal
self-delimiting machine produces every string. We denote by x∗ the canonical program
of x, i.e., x∗= min{y∈�∗ | U (y)= x}, where the minimum is taken according to the
quasi-lexicographical order. For two universal self-delimiting machines U and V , we
see HU (x)=HV (x) + O(1). The halting probability �U of a universal self-delimiting
machine U is called Chaitin � number; for more about �U see [2, 9, 7]. In the rest of
the paper, unless stated otherwise, we will use a Fxed universal self-delimiting machine
U and will omit the subscript U in HU (x) and �U . We will also abuse our notation
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by identifying the real number � with the inFnite binary sequence which corresponds
to � (i.e., the inFnite 2 binary expansion of � without “0.”).

In the study of algorithmic information theory, we are often required to construct a
self-delimiting Turing machine which satisFes certain properties. The following exten-
sion ([11]; see also, [5]) of Kraft’s inequality is very useful for this purpose:

Theorem 3.2 (Kraft–Chaitin). Given a recursive list of “requirements” 〈ni; si〉 (i¿0; si
∈�∗; ni ∈N) such that

∑
i 2

−ni61, we can e3ectively construct a self-delimiting Tur-
ing machine M and a recursive one-to-one enumeration x0; x1; x2; : : : of words xi of
length ni such that M (xi)= si for all i and M (x)=∞ if x =∈{xi | i∈N}.

Note that the halting probability of the machine M constructed in Theorem 3.2 is
�M =

∑
i 2

−ni .
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of (algorithmically) random inFnite

binary sequences. 3 Random sequences were originally deFned by Martin-LEof [22]
using constructive measure theory. Complexity-theoretic characterizations of random
sequences have been obtained by Chaitin [11] (see also [21, 24]).
We use Chaitin’s [11] characterization: an inFnite sequence x is random if there is

a constant c such that H (x(n))¿n − c, for every integer n ¿ 0. A slightly diCerent
characterization is contained in the next theorem. Martin-LEof’s deFnition is based on
randomness tests. A Martin-LEof test is an r.e. set A⊆�∗ satisfying the following
measure-theoretical condition:

0(Ai�!)62−i ;

for all i∈N. 4 Here 0 denotes the usual product measure on �!, given by 0({w}�!)=
2−|w|, for w∈�∗.

Theorem 3.3 (Chaitin [13]). Let x∈�!. The following statements are equivalent:
1. The sequence x is random.
2. We have: limn→∞ H (x(n))− n=∞:
3. For every Martin-L8of test A; x =∈ ⋂i¿0(Ai�!):

Theorem 3.4 (Chaitin [11]). For every universal self-delimiting machine U , the halt-
ing probability �U is random.

Proof. Let f be a recursive one-to-one function which enumerates PROGU , the domain
of U . Let !k =

∑k
j= 0 2

−|f(j)|. Clearly, (!k) is an increasing sequence of rationals
converging to �U . Consider the binary expansion of �U =0:�0�1 · · ·.

We deFne a self-delimiting Turing machine M as follows: on input x∈�∗ compute
y=U (x) and the smallest number (if it exists) t with !t¿0:y. Let M (x) be the Frst

2 This expansion is unique since by Theorem 3.4, � is random and, hence, irrational.
3 The interested reader is referred to [4, 32] for more details.
4 See [4] for a detailed motivation.
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(in quasi-lexicographical order) word not belonging to the set {U (f(0)); U (f(1)); : : : ;
U (f(t))} if both y and t exist, and M (x)=∞ if U (x)=∞ or t does not exist.
If x∈PROGM and x′ is a word with U (x)=U (x′), then M (x)=M (x′). Applying

this to an arbitrary x∈PROGM and the canonical program x′ =(U (x))∗ of U (x) yields

HM (M (x))6|x′|=HU (U (x)): (1)

Furthermore, by the universality of U there is a constant c¿0 with

HU (M (x))6HM (M (x)) + c (2)

for all x∈PROGM . Now, Fx a number n and assume that x is a word with U (x)=�0�1

· · ·�n−1. Then M (x)¡∞. Let t be the smallest number (computed in the second step
of M) with !t¿0:�0�1 · · ·�n−1. We have

0:�0�1 · · ·�n−16!t¡!t +
∞∑

s=t+1
2−|f(s)| =�U60:�0�1 · · ·�n−1 + 2−n:

Hence,
∑∞

s= t+1 2
−|f(s)|62−n. This implies |f(s)|¿n, for every s¿t + 1. From the

construction of M we conclude that HU (M (x))¿n. Using (2) and (1) we obtain

n6HU (M (x))

6HM (M (x)) + c

6HU (U (x)) + c

= HU (�0�1 · · ·�n−1) + c;

which proves that the sequence �0�1 · · · is random.

4. R.E. reals and domination

It is the aim of this section to compare the information contents of r.e. reals. A real
� is called r.e. if there is a recursive, increasing sequence of rationals which converges
to �. 5 We start with several characterizations of r.e.reals.
For a preFx-free set A⊆�∗ we deFne a real number by

2−A =
∑
x∈A

2−|x|;

which, due to Kraft’s inequality, lies in the interval [0; 1]. For a set X ⊆N we deFne
the number

2−X−1 =
∑
n∈X

2−n−1:

This number also lies in the interval [0; 1]. If we disregard all Fnite sets X , which lead
to rational numbers 2−X−1, we get a bijection X �→ 2−X−1 between the class of inFnite

5 Note that the property of being r.e. depends only on the fractional part of the real number.
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subsets of N and the real numbers in the interval (0; 1]. If 0 :y is the binary expansion
of a real � with inFnitely many ones, then �=2−X�−1 where X� = {i |yi =1}. Clearly,
if X� is r.e., then the number 2−X�−1 is r.e., but the converse is not true as the Chaitin �
numbers show. We characterize r.e. reals � in terms of preFx-free r.e. sets of strings 6

and in terms of the sets X�.

Theorem 4.1. For a real �∈ (0; 1] the following conditions are equivalent:
1. The number � is r.e.
2. There is a recursive; non-decreasing sequence of rationals (an) which converges
to �.

3. The set {p∈Q |p¡�} of rationals less than � is r.e.
4. There is an in9nite pre9x-free r.e. set A⊆�∗ with �=2−A.
5. There is an in9nite pre9x-free recursive set A⊆�∗ with �=2−A.
6. There is a total recursive function f :N2 →{0; 1} such that

(a) If for some k; n we have f(k; n)= 1 and f(k; n+1)=0 then there is an l¡k
with f(l; n)= 0 and f(l; n+ 1)=1.

(b) We have: k ∈X� ⇔ limn→∞ f(k; n)= 1.

Proof. It is obvious that conditions 1, 2 and 3 are equivalent that 4 implies 3, and 5
implies 4.
“1⇒ 5”: Let (aj) be an increasing recursive sequence of rationals with limit �.

We can assume that 0¡aj¡�61, for all j. Using the recursive sequence (aj) of
rationals one can construct a non-decreasing recursive sequence (ni) of positive in-
tegers and an increasing recursive sequence (kj) of non-negative integers such that∑kj

i=0 2
−ni¡aj¡2−j +

∑kj
i=0 2

−ni for all j. Obviously
∑∞

i=0 2
−ni = �. By the Kraft–

Chaitin Theorem (Theorem 3.2) there are a one-to-one recursive sequence (xi) of
words with |xi|= ni, for all i, and a self-delimiting Turing machine whose domain A
is the set {xi | i∈N}. The set A is recursive because the sequence (|xi|) of the lengths
of the xi is non-decreasing. We obtain �=2−A.
“6⇒ 2”: We write fk;n for f(k; n). We claim that (a) implies

0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fm; n60 :f0; n+1f1; n+1 : : : fm; n+1; (3)

for all m; n. Assume that (3) is not true for some m and some n. Fix this number n and
choose m minimal such that (3) is not true. Then, because of 0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fm−1; n6
0 :f0; n+1f1; n+1 : : : fm−1; n+1 we must have fm;n =1 and fm;n+1 =0. By (a) there is a
number l¡m with fl; n =0 and fl; n+1 =1. Using 0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fl−1; n60 :f0; n+1f1; n+1

: : : fl−1; n+1 we obtain

0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fm; n = 0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fl−1; n0fl+1; n : : : fm; n

6 0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fl−1; n1

6 0 :f0; n+1f1; n+1 : : : fl−1; n+11

6 Note that the preFx-free r.e. sets A⊆�∗ are exactly the domains of self-delimiting Turing machines.
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6 0 :f0; n+1f1; n+1 : : : fl−1; n+11fl+1; n+1 : : : fm; n+1

= 0 :f0; n+1f1; n+1 : : : fm; n+1:

Contradiction! Thus, (3) is true for all m; n.
DeFne a recursive sequence (an) of rationals by an =0 :f0; nf1; n : : : fn; n. Then, by

(3), an6an+1, for all n. Let 0 :y=0 :y0y1y2 : : : be the binary expansion of � which
contains inFnitely many ones. The assumption (a) implies that for each k the se-
quence f(k; 0); f(k; 1); f(k; 2); : : : changes its value only Fnitely many times (proof by
induction over k). Hence the limit limn→∞ f(k; n) exists. By (b), for each number L
there is a number NL with yk =fk;n for all k6L and n¿NL. Hence, |an − �|62−L

for all n¿max{L; NL}. We conclude limn→∞ an = �. Hence, (an) is a non-decreasing
recursive sequence of rationals converging to �.
“1⇒ 6”: Let (an) be an increasing recursive sequence of rationals with limit �. Again

we can assume that 0¡an¡�61, for all n. DeFne f such that 0 :f0; nf1; nf2; n : : : is the
binary expansion of ak containing inFnitely many ones, for each k. Then f is recur-
sive. From an¡an+1 it follows that f satisFes (a). The equivalence k ∈X� ⇔ limn→∞
f(k; n)= 1 follows from limn→∞ an = � and from an¡� for all n.

In order to compare the information contents of r.e. reals, Solovay [30] has introduced
the following deFnition.

De�nition 4.2 (Solovay [30], Chaitin [12]). The real � is said to dominate the real
� if there are a partial recursive function f :Q o→ Q and a constant c¿0 with the
property that if p is a rational number less than �, then f(p) is (deFned and) less
than �, and it satisFes the inequality

c(�− p)¿� − f(p) :

In this case we write �¿dom � or �6dom �.

Roughly speaking, a real � dominates a real � if from any good approximation to �
from below (say, from a rational number p¡� with � − p¡2−n) one can eCectively
obtain a good approximation to � from below (a rational number f(p)¡� with � −
f(p)¡2−n+constant). For r.e. reals this can also be expressed as follows.

Lemma 4.3. An r.e. real � dominates an r.e. real � if and only if there are recursive;
increasing (or non-decreasing) sequences (ai) and (bi) of rationals and a constant c
with limn→∞ an = �; limn→∞ bn = �; and c(�− an)¿� − bn; for all n.

Proof. First, we assume that � dominates �. Let (an) and (b̃n) be increasing, recursive
sequence of rationals converging to � and �, respectively. Since � dominates � there
are a constant c¿0 and an increasing, total recursive function g :N → N with c(� −
an)¿� − b̃g(n), for all n. Set bn = b̃g(n).
On the other hand, assume now that (an) and (bn) are recursive, non-decreasing

sequences converging to � and to �, respectively, and that c¿0 is a rational constant
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such that c(�−an)¿�−bn, for all n. The sequences (ãn) and (b̃n) deFned by ãn = an−
2−n and b̃n = bn − c2−n are recursive, increasing, converge to � and to �, respectively,
and satisfy c(�−ãn)¿�−b̃n, for all n. We deFne a partial recursive function f :Q o→ Q
as follows. Given p∈Q, compute the smallest i such that ãi¿p. If such an i has been
found, set f(p)= b̃i. If p¡�, then f(p) is deFned and is smaller than �. It is clear
that this function f shows �6dom �.

Next, we prove a few results which will be useful in discussing the structure of r.e.
reals under 6dom.

Lemma 4.4. Let �; � and # be r.e. reals. Then the following conditions hold:
1. The relation ¿dom is re;exive and transitive.
2. For every �; � one has �+ �¿dom �.
3. If #¿dom � and #¿dom �; then #¿dom �+ �.
4. For every non-negative � and positive � one has � · �¿dom �.
5. If � and � are non-negative; and #¿dom � and #¿dom �; then #¿dom � · �.

Proof. 1. This is straightforward from the deFnition.
2. For each rational number p¡�+�, we can compute two rational numbers p1; p2

such that p1¡�;p2¡� and p1 + p2¿p because � and � are r.e. reals. Now �+ �−
p¿�+ � − p1 − p2¿�− p1. Hence �+ �¿dom �.
3. Let c be a constant such that for each rational number p¡# we can Fnd – in an

eCective manner – two rational numbers p1¡� and p2¡� satisfying c(#−p)¿�−p1

and c(#− p)¿� − p2. Then 2c(#− p)¿�− p1 + � − p2 = �+ � − (p1 + p2).
4. The assertion is clear for �=0. Let us assume that �¿0. Given a rational p¡��

we can compute two positive rationals p1¡� and p2¡� such that p1p2¿p. For
c=1=� we obtain

c(�� − p)¿c(�� − p1p2)¿c(�� − p1�)= �− p1:

5. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.3 that all r.e. reals dominate 0. Therefore
the assertion is true if �=0 or �=0. Assume that �¿0 and �¿0, and that c is a
constant such that, given a rational p¡#, we can Fnd rationals p1¡� and p2¡�
satisfying c(#−p)¿�−p1 and c(#−p)¿�−p2. We can assume that p1 and p2 are
positive. With c̃= c · (�+ �) we obtain

�� − p1p2 = �(� − p2) + p2(�− p1)

6 (�+ p2)c(#− p)

6 (�+ �)c(#− p)

= c̃(#− p):

Corollary 4.5. The sum of a random r.e. real and an r.e. real is a random r.e. real.
The product of a positive random r.e real with a positive r.e. real is a random r.e.
real.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.9.

Corollary 4.6. The class of random r.e. reals is closed under addition. The class of
positive random r.e. reals is closed under multiplication.

The last corollary contrasts with the fact that addition and multiplication do not
preserve randomness. For example, if � is a random number, then 1− � is random as
well, but �+ (1− �)= 1 is not random.
For two reals � and �, �=dom � denotes the conjunction �¿dom � and �¿dom �. For

a real �, let [�] = {�∈R | �=dom �}; Rr:e: = {[�] | � is an r.e. real}. A real number � is
called recursive if there exists a recursive sequence (an) of rationals with |�−an|62−n

for all n.

Theorem 4.7. The structure 〈Rr:e:;6dom 〉 is an upper semilattice. It has a least ele-
ment which is the =dom-equivalence class containing exactly all recursive real num-
bers.

Later (Theorem 6.6) we shall see that 〈Rr:e:;6dom 〉 also has a greatest element,
which is the equivalence class containing exactly all Chaitin � numbers.

Proof. Proof of Theorem 4.7. By Lemma 4.4 the structure 〈Rr:e:;6dom 〉 is an upper
semilattice. Let � be a recursive real. It is easy to see that there exists an increasing
recursive sequence (an) of rationals with |� − an|62−n. Clearly, if � dominates an
r.e. real �, then also � must be recursive. Now let � be an r.e. real and (bn) be an
increasing recursive sequence of rationals converging to �. We deFne an increasing
recursive sequence ãn of rationals by ãn = ag(n) where g :N → N is the total recursive
function deFned by g(−1)= −1 and g(n)= min{m |m¿g(n−1) and 2−m6bn+1−bn}
for all n∈N. Then (ãn) tends to �, and we see � − bn¿� −ãn for all n∈N. Hence,
� dominates �.

We conclude this section with a result by Solovay on the relationship between the
domination relation and the program-size complexity. First we prove a lemma.

Lemma 4.8. For every c∈N there is a positive integer Nc such that for every n∈N
and all strings x; y∈�n with |0 : x − 0 :y|6c · 2−n we have

|H (y)− H (x)|6Nc:

Proof. For n¿1 and two strings x; y∈�n with |0 : x− 0 :y|6c · 2−n, one can compute
y if one knows the canonical program x∗ of x and the integer 2n ·(0 : x−0 :y)∈ [−c; c].
Consequently, there is a constant Nc¿0 depending only on c such that H (y)6H (x)+
Nc, for all n¿1, and all x; y∈�n with |0 : x − 0 :y|6c · 2−n. By symmetry, this is the
assertion.
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Theorem 4.9 (Solovay [30]). Let x; y∈�! be two in9nite binary sequences such that
both 0 :x and 0 :y are r.e. reals and 0 :x¿dom 0 :y. Then

H (y(n))6H (x(n)) + O(1):

Proof. In view of the fact that 0 :x¿dom 0 :y, there is a constant c∈N such that,
for every n∈N, given x(n), we can Fnd, in an eCective manner, a rational pn¡0 :y
satisfying

2c
2n+1¿c

(
0 :x− 0 :x(n)− 1

2n+1

)
¿0 :y − pn¿0:

Let zpn be the Frst n+ 1 digits of the binary expansion of pn. Then

060 :y(n)− 0 : zpn6
2c + 1
2n+1 :

Hence, by Lemma 4.8,

H (y(n))6H (zpn) + O(1)6H (x(n)) + O(1):

5. More about domination

In this section we compare the domination relation with Turing reducibility and
characterize it in terms of certain reducibilities on r.e. sets.
For every inFnite sequence x∈�! such that 0 :x is an r.e. real, let Ax = {v∈�∗ | 0 : v

60 :x} and A#
x = {stringn | xn =1}. Then, obviously, Ax is an r.e set which is Turing

equivalent to A#
x.

7 In the following, we establish the relationship between domination
and Turing reducibility.

Lemma 5.1. Let x; y∈�! be two in9nite binary sequences such that both 0 :x and
0 :y are r.e. reals and 0 :x¿dom 0 :y. Then Ay6T Ax.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

x; y =∈{x0000 · · · ; x1111 · · · | x∈�∗}: (4)

Let f :�∗ o→�∗ be a partial recursive function and c∈N a constant satisfying the
following inequality for all n¿0:

0¡0 :y − 0 :f(x(n− 1))6
c
2n

:

Given a string z we wish to decide whether z ∈Ay. Using the oracle A#
x we compute

the least i¿0 such that either

0 :f(x(i − 1))¿0 : z or 0 : z − 0 :f(x(i − 1))¿
c
2i
:

7 Note that A#
x is not necessarily an r.e. set.
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Such an i must exist in view of y =∈ {x0000 · · · ; x1111 · · · | x∈�∗}. Finally, if 0 :f(x
(i − 1))¿0 : z, then z ∈Ay; otherwise z =∈Ay.

Does the converse of Lemma 5.1 hold true? A negative answer will be given in
Corollary 6.12.
Let 〈RE;6T 〉 denote the upper semi-lattice structure of the class of r.e. sets under

the Turing reducibility.

De�nition 5.2. A strong homomorphism from a partially ordered set (X;6) to another
partially ordered set (Y;6) is a mapping h :X →Y such that
1. For all x; x′ ∈X , if x6x′, then h(x)6h(x′).
2. For all y; y′ ∈Y , if y6y′, then there exist x; x′ in X such that x6x′ and h(x)=y,

h(x′)=y′.

Theorem 5.3. There is a strong homomorphism from 〈Rr:e:;6dom 〉 onto 〈RE;6T 〉:

Proof. By Lemma 4.4 the structure 〈Rr:e:;6dom 〉 is an upper semi-lattice. Every =dom-
equivalence class of r.e. reals contains an r.e. real of the form 0 :x. Lemma 5.1 shows
that by 0 :x �→Ax one deFnes a mapping from 〈Rr:e:;6dom 〉 to 〈RE;6T 〉, which satis-
Fes the Frst condition in the deFnition of a strong homomorphism. We have to show
that this mapping satisFes also the second condition. Let B; C ⊆�∗ be two r.e. sets
with C6TB. We have to show that there are two r.e. reals 0 :x and 0 :y with the
following three properties: (I) 0 :x dominates 0 :y, (II) Ax is Turing equivalent to B,
and (III) Ay is Turing equivalent to C.
We can assume that the sets B and C are inFnite and have the form B= {stringn |

n∈B̃} and C = {stringn | n∈C̃} where B̃ is an r.e. set of odd natural numbers and C̃ is
an r.e. set of even natural numbers. Then the set D=B∪C is Turing equivalent to B.
We deFne two sequences x; y∈�! by x= �D and y= �C . The real numbers 0 :x and
0 :y are r.e. They have the properties (II) and (III) because Ax is Turing equivalent to
A#
x =D, which is Turing equivalent to B, and Ay is Turing equivalent to A#

y =C. It is
left to show that 0 :x dominates 0 :y. Let

b0; b1; b2; : : : and c0; c1; c2; : : :

be one-to-one recursive enumerations of B̃ and of C̃, respectively. The rational sequences(
n∑

i=0
(2−bi + 2−ci)

)
n¿0

and
(

n∑
i=0

2−ci

)
n¿0

are increasing, recursive, converge to 0 :x and to 0 :y, respectively, and satisfy the
inequality

0 :x−
n∑

i=0
(2−bi + 2−ci)¿0 :y −

n∑
i=0

2−ci :

Hence, by Lemma 4.3, the number 0 :x dominates 0 :y.
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We continue with the characterization of the domination relation between r.e. real
numbers in terms of preFx-free r.e. sets of words. We consider only inFnite preFx-free
r.e. sets. By R:E: we denote the class of all inFnite preFx-free r.e. subsets of �∗. First,
we consider a relation between r.e. sets which is very close to the domination relation,
but will turn out to be not equivalent.

De�nition 5.4. Let A; B∈R:E: The set A strongly simulates B (shortly, B6ss A) if
there is a partial recursive function f :�∗ o→�∗ which satisFes the following condi-
tions:
1. A=dom(f) and B=f(A),
2. there is a constant c¿0 such that |x|6|f(x)|+ c, for all x∈A.
If A6ss B and B6ss A, then we say that A and B are ∼ss-equivalent.

The following lemma follows immediately from the deFnition.

Lemma 5.5. The relation 6ss is re;exive and transitive.

Hence, the relation 6ss deFnes a partially ordered set 〈R:E:ss;6ss〉 where R:E:ss
is the set of ∼ss-equivalence classes of R:E: Our next goal is to see how the strong
simulation relation 6ss and 6dom are related.

Lemma 5.6. If A; B are in9nite pre9x-free r.e. sets and B6ss A; then 2−A dominates
2−B.

Proof. Let (xi) be a one-to-one recursive enumeration of A. Let f be a function and
c¿0 be a constant as in DeFnition 5.4. For each n and each y∈B\{f(x0); : : : ; f(xn)}
there is a word x∈A\{x0; : : : ; xn} with y=f(x) and |x|6|f(x)|+ c. Hence,

2−B − 2−{f(x0);:::;f(xn)} = 2−(B\{f(x0);:::;f(xn)})

6 2c · 2−(A\{x0 ;:::; xn})

= 2c · (2−A − 2−{x0 ;:::; xn}):

We conclude that 2−A dominates 2−B.

The next result shows that in some sense the converse implication in Lemma 5.6 is
true as well. It will also be important in the following section.

Theorem 5.7. Let � be an r.e. real in the interval (0; 1]; and B be an in9nite pre9x-
free r.e. set. If � dominates 2−B; then there is an in9nite pre9x-free r.e. set A with
�=2−A and B6ss A.

Proof. We assume that � dominates 2−B and wish to construct an inFnite preFx-free
r.e. set A with �=2−A. Let (yi) be a one-to-one recursive enumeration of B and (an)
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be an increasing recursive sequence of positive rationals converging to �. In view of the
domination property of �, there are an increasing, total recursive function f :N→N
and a constant c∈N such that, for each n∈N,

2c · (�− an)¿2−B −
f(n)∑
i=0

2−|yi|: (5)

Without loss of generality, we may assume that

a0¿
f(0)∑
i=0

2−|yi|−c (6)

(otherwise we may take a large enough c). We construct a recursive sequence (ni)i¿0

of numbers and a recursive double sequence (mi; j)i; j¿0 of elements in N∪{∞}. These
numbers ni and the numbers mi; j �= ∞ will be the lengths of the words in the set A
which we wish to construct. The numbers ni serve in order to guarantee that B6ss A.
The numbers mi; j are used “to Fll” the set A up in order to get exactly �=2−A. This
will follow directly from Eq. (7) below.

Construction of (ni): We deFne ni = |yi|+ c, for all i.
Beginning of construction of (mi; j).
Stage 0: Let mi; j =∞, for all i¡f(0) and j∈N, and deFne positive integers

(mf(0); j)j¿0 recursively in such a way that

∞∑
j=0

2−mf(0); j = a0 −
f(0)∑
i=0

2−ni :

Stage s (s¿1): If

as6
f(s)∑
i=0

2−ni +
f(s−1)∑
i=0

∞∑
j=0

2−mi; j ;

then let mi; j =∞, for all i with f(s− 1)¡i6f(s) and j∈N. Otherwise, let mi; j =∞,
for all i with f(s − 1)¡i¡f(s) and j∈N, and let positive integers (mf(s);j)j¿0 be
recursively deFned in such a way that

∞∑
j=0

2−mf(s); j = as −
(

f(s)∑
i=0

2−ni +
f(s−1)∑
i=0

∞∑
j=0

2−mi; j

)
:

End of construction of (mi; j).

First, we prove the following equation:

�=
∞∑
i=0

(
2−ni +

∞∑
j=0

2−mi; j

)
: (7)
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For the proof, we distinguish the following two cases:
Case 1: There are inFnitely many stages s such that as =

∑f(s)
i=0 (2−ni +

∑∞
j=0 2−mi; j).

For this case, it is straightforward that Eq. (7) holds.
Case 2: The inequality as¡

∑f(s)
i=0 (2−ni +

∑∞
j=0 2−mi; j) holds true for almost all

s∈N. On the one hand,

�= lim
s→∞ as6

∞∑
i=0

(
2−ni +

∞∑
j=0

2−mi; j

)
: (8)

For the inverse estimate, we deFne s0 to be the largest stage such that as0 =
∑f(s0)

i=0 (2−ni

+
∑∞

j=0 2−mi; j). Such a stage s0 exists because of (6) and the construction. By (5) we
have

�− as0¿
∞∑

i=f(s0)+1
2−|yi|−c:

Hence, by the construction,

�¿
∞∑
i=0

(
2−ni +

∞∑
j=0

2−mi; j

)
: (9)

By combining (8) and (9) we obtain equality (7) also in this case.
Let h :N→{(i; j)∈N2 |mi; j �=∞} be a recursive bijection (note that by construction

the set {(i; j)∈N2 |mi; j �=∞} is inFnite) and deFne a recursive sequence (m′
i) of num-

bers by m′
i =mh(i). Using this sequence we deFne (n′i) by n′2i = ni and n′2i+1 =m′

i . By
Theorem 3.2 and (7), combined with 0¡�61, we can construct a one-to-one recursive
sequence (xi) of words with |xi|= n′i such that the set {xi | i∈N} is preFx-free. We
set A= {xi | i∈N} and, using (7), obtain

2−A =
∞∑
i=0

2−n′i =
∞∑
i=0

2−ni +
∞∑
i=0

2−m′
i = �:

Finally we deFne a recursive function g :A→B by g(x2i)=yi and such that |g(x2i+1)|¿
|x2i+1|, for all i. This is possible because B is inFnite. Obviously, g(A)=B, and
|x|6|g(x)|+ c, for all x∈A. This shows B6ss A.

Theorem 5.8. The mapping from 〈R:E:ss;6ss〉 to 〈Rr:e:;6dom〉 induced by A �→ 2−A

for A∈R:E: is a strong homomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.7.

The next result shows that this mapping cannot be one-to-one.

Theorem 5.9. There exist in9nite pre9x-free r.e. sets A and B with 2−A =2−B =1
but A �6ss B and B �6ss A.

Proof. We deFne two sequences (ni) and (mi) of natural numbers by

n0 = 0; mi =2ni and ni+1 =2mi
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for all i. Let Ei be the set of all words of length ni + 1 with preFx 0i1, and let
Gi be the set of all words of length mi + 1 with preFx 0i1. Then |Ei|=2ni−i and
|Gi|=2mi−i. DeFne A=

⋃
i Ei and B=

⋃
i Gi. Both sets A and B are obviously recursive

and preFx-free and satisfy 2−A =2−B =1. We have to show that neither A strongly
simulates B nor B strongly simulates A. If A would strongly simulate B there would
be a surjective mapping from A to B satisfying the second condition in DeFnition 5.4,
that is a mapping which does not map long words to short words. We show that this
is impossible. Namely, A contains at most

∑i
j=0 2nj−j62ni words of length less than

ni+1 +1=22
ni +1 while B contains 2mi−i =22

ni−i words of length mi +1=2ni +1. For
large ni — and the sequence (ni) is unbounded — this contradicts B6ss A. On the
other hand, A contains 2ni+1−i−1 = 22

mi−i−1 words of length ni+1 + 1=2mi + 1 while B
contains at most

∑i
j=0 2mj−j62mi words of length less than mi+1 + 1=22

mi + 1. This
rules out the relation A6ss B.

However, by relaxing the strong simulation relation one can characterize the dom-
ination relation by a simulation relation between preFx-free r.e. sets. A sequence
E0; E1; E2; : : : of Fnite sets in �∗ is called a strong array [27] if there is a total
recursive function g such that with respect to a standard bijection D from N onto the
set of all Fnite subsets of �∗ we have Ei =Dg(i) for all i.

De�nition 5.10. An e3ective, 9nite partition of an inFnite, r.e. set A is a strong array
E0; E1; E2; : : : of Fnite, pairwise disjoint sets with

⋃∞
i=0 Ei =A.

An example of an eCective, Fnite partition is the partition whose equivalence classes
contain only one element: if a0; a1; : : : is a one-to-one recursive enumeration of A one
sets Ei = {ai}

De�nition 5.11. Let A and B be inFnite, preFx-free, r.e. sets. We say that A simulates
B if there are two eCective, Fnite partitions (Ei) of A and (Gi) of B, respectively, and
a constant c¿0 such that for all i:

c · (2−Ei)¿2−Gi :

We are ready to characterize the 6dom-relation in terms of the simulation relation
between sets. We remark that the following theorem is true also if the deFnition of an
eCective Fnite partition is changed so that all sets Ei must be nonempty.

Theorem 5.12. Let A; B⊆�∗ be in9nite pre9x-free r.e. sets. Then A simulates B if
and only if 2−A dominates 2−B.

Proof. Assume that A simulates B. Let E0; E1; E2; : : : be an eCective Fnite partition of
A, and G0; G1; G2; : : : be a corresponding eCective Fnite partition of B, and c¿0 an
appropriate constant. The rational sequences(∑

i6n
2−Ei

)
n¿0

and
(∑

i6n
2−Gi

)
n¿0
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are recursive, non-decreasing, and converge to 2−A and to 2−B, respectively. Further-
more we have

2−B − ∑
i6n

2−Gi =
∑
i¿n

2−Gi6c ·
(∑

i¿n
2−Ei

)
= c ·

(
2−A − ∑

i6n
2−Ei

)
:

This shows that 2−A dominates 2−B.
Now assume that 2−A dominates 2−B. That is, there are a rational constant c¿0 and a

partial recursive function f: Q o→ Q such that for all rationals q¡2−A the number f(q)
is deFned, smaller than 2−B and satisFes the inequality c(2−A−q)¿2−B−f(q). Since
we can increase c we can assume that actually c·2−A¿2−B and c(2−A−q)¿2−B−f(q);
for all rationals q¡2−A. Let

x0; x1; x2; : : : and y0; y1; y2; : : :

be one-to-one recursive enumerations of A and B, respectively. Using f we see that
there is a total recursive, increasing function g : N→N satisfying the inequality

c ·
(
2−A − ∑

i6m
2−|xi|

)
¿2−B − ∑

i6g(m)
2−|yi|

for all m. We deFne a total recursive, increasing function h :N→N, where we also
deFne h(−1) = −1, by

h(n+ 1)= min

{
k¿h(n) | c ·

( ∑
h(n)¡i6k

2−|xi|
)
¿

∑
g(h(n))¡i6g(k)

2−|yi|
}

for all n¿−1 (where we assume g(−1)= − 1). The function h is well deFned since
for each m¿−1 we have

c ·
(∑

m¡i
2−|xi|

)
¿

∑
g(m)¡i

2−|yi|:

We set

Ei = {xh(i−1)+1; : : : ; xh(i)} and Gi = {yg(h(i−1))+1; : : : ; yg(h(i))}:
Then the sequence (Ei) is an eCective Fnite partition of A, the sequence (Gi) is an
eCective Fnite partition of B, and we have

c · 2−Ei = c · ∑
h(i−1)¡j6h(i)

2−|xj|¿
∑

gh(i−1)¡j6gh(i)
2−|yj| =2−Gi ;

which shows that A simulates B.

6. Random R.E. reals and �-like reals

In this section, we study random r.e. reals and especially �-like reals, which were
introduced by Solovay [30]. Chaitin [12] has given a slightly diCerent deFnition. We
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show that Chaitin � numbers, Solovay’s �-like reals and Chaitin’s �-like reals are all
the same. Then we answer the question raised after Lemma 5.1. Furthermore, we give
an elementary construction of a random number � in <2 such that neither � nor 1− �
is an r.e. real. Finally we address the question whether � is also maximally useful if
one wishes to compute not only an approximation of an r.e. real but the digits of its
binary representation. We start with Chaitin’s deFnition of �-like reals.

De�nition 6.1 (Chaitin [12]). An r.e. real � is called �-like if it dominates all r.e.
reals.

Solovay’s original manuscript [30] contains the following deFnition.

De�nition 6.2 (Solovay [30]). A recursive, increasing, and converging sequence (ai)
of rationals is called universal if for every recursive, increasing and converging se-
quence (bi) of rationals there exists a number c¿0 such that

c · (�− an)¿� − bn

for all n, where �= limn→∞ an and �= limn→∞ bn.

Solovay called a real � �-like if it is the limit of a universal recursive, increasing
sequence of rationals. We shall see that both deFnitions are equivalent. One implication
is very easy.

Lemma 6.3. If a real � is the limit of a universal recursive; increasing sequence of
rationals; then it is �-like.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3.

By modifying slightly the proof of Solovay [30] we obtain the following:

Theorem 6.4. Let U be a universal self-delimiting machine. Every recursive; increas-
ing sequence of rationals converging to �U is universal.

Proof. Let (an) be an increasing, recursive sequence of rationals with limit �U , and let
(bn) be an increasing, recursive, converging sequence of rationals. Set �= limn→∞ bn.
We have to show that there is a constant c¿0 with c(�U − an)¿� − bn for all n.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0¡bn¡�¡1, for all n∈N.
Let (xi) be a one-to-one, recursive enumeration of PROGU , and �U;n =

∑n
i=0 2−|xi|.

We deFne a total recursive, increasing function g :N→N, where we also deFne g(−1)
= −1, by

g(n)= min{j¿g(n− 1) |�U; j¿an}:
The sequence (�U;g(n)) is an increasing, recursive sequence with limit �U . In view of
the inequality

�U − an¿�U − �U;g(n):
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it is suXcient to prove that there is a constant c¿0 with c(�U −�U;g(n))¿�− bn for
all n.
For each i∈N, let yi be the Frst string (with respect to the quasi-lexicographical

ordering) which is not in the set {U (xj) | j6g(i)}∪ {yj | j¡i}. Furthermore, put ni =
[− log(bi+1 − bi)]+ 1. Since

∑∞
i=0 2−ni6�− b0¡1, by Theorem 3.2 we can construct

a self-delimiting Turing machine M such that, for every i∈N, there is a string ui ∈�ni

satisfying M (ui)=yi. Hence, there is a constant cM such that HU (yi)6ni+cM . In view
of the choice of yi, there is a string x′i ∈PROGU\{xj | j6g(i)} such that |x′i |6ni + cM
and U (x′i)=yi. For diCerent i and j we have yi �=yj, whence x′i �= x′j. We obtain

�U − �U;g(n) =
∞∑

i=g(n)+1
2−|xi|

¿
∞∑
i=n

2−|x′i |

¿
∞∑
i=n

2−ni−cM

¿ 2−cM−1
∞∑
i=n

(bi+1 − bi)

= 2−cM−1(� − bn);

which proves the assertion.

Thus, every Chaitin � number is �-like in Solovay’s sense. The converse of
Theorem 6.4 holds true even for �-like numbers in Chaitin’s sense.

Theorem 6.5. Let 0¡�¡1 be an �-like real. Then there exists a universal self-
delimiting machine U such that �U = �.

Proof. Let V be a universal self-delimiting machine. Since � is �-like it dominates
2−PROGV . By Theorem 5.7 there exist a preFx-free r.e. set A with 2−A = �, a recur-
sive function f :A→PROGV with A=dom(f) and f(A)=PROGV , and a constant
c¿0 with |x|6|f(x)| + c, for all x∈A. We deFne a self-delimiting machine U by
U (x)=V (f(x)). The universality of V implies that also U is universal. We have
�=2−A =2−PROGU =�U .

The following theorem summarizes our description of �-like numbers.

Theorem 6.6. Let 0¡�¡1 be an r.e. real. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. For some universal self-delimiting Turing machine U; �=�U .
2. The real � is �-like.
3. There exists a universal recursive;increasing sequence of rationals converging
to �.

4. Every recursive; increasing sequence of rationals with limit � is universal.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.3, Theorems 6.4, and 6.5.

We obtain the following addendum to Theorem 4.7.

Corollary 6.7. The structure 〈Rr:e:;6dom〉 has a greatest element which is the =dom-
equivalence class containing exactly all Chaitin � numbers.

The following result was proved by Solovay [30] for �-like numbers.

Corollary 6.8. Let U and V be two universal self-delimiting Turing machines. Then
H (�U (n))=H (�V (n)) + O(1); for all n∈N.

Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.9 and 6.6.

In analogy with Corollary 4.5 we obtain the following.

Corollary 6.9. The fractional part of the sum of an � number and an r.e. real is an
� number. The fractional part of the product of an � number with a positive r.e.
real is an � number. Especially, the fractional parts of the sum and product of two
� numbers are again � numbers.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 6.6.

Corollary 6.10 (Solovay [30])). Every �-like real is random.

Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.4 and 6.5.

Corollary 6.11. The real 0:�K is not � like.

Proof. It is well known that �K is not random, whence the corollary follows from
Corollary 6.10.

Now we can answer the question raised after Lemma 5.1. The sets A� and A�K are
deFned as before Lemma 5.1. For sets A; B⊆�∗ let A∼T B denote the conjunction
A6TB and B6TA.

Corollary 6.12. The following statements hold:
1. 0:�K �¿dom�;
2. A� ∼T A�K ∼T K .

Proof. The Frst claim follows from Corollary 6.11. A�6TK ∼T A�K is clear and
A�K6TA� follows from Lemma 5.1.

Let <2 be the class of sets which are recursive in K . Then all � like reals 8 are in
<2. Now one may ask whether there exists a random real in <2 which is not in the
set {�; 1− � | � is �-like}? The answer to this question is positive.

8 Note that here we identify a real 0:x with the set A#
x, that is, we identify sets of numbers and their

characteristic sequences.
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Proposition 6.13. There is a random sequence y with A#
y ∈<2 such that neither 0:y

nor 1− 0:y is an r.e. real.

In fact, Kucera [20] (see also [17]) observed that 0′ is the only r.e. degree which
contains random reals. Therefore, any random real in the set {�; 1 − � | � is r.e.} is
in 0′. On the other hand, Kucera [20] also observed that there is a random real 0:y of
low degree (use the fact that there is a universal randomness test and the Low Basis
Theorem by Jockusch and Soare [27]). This random real is in <2, but it cannot be
in 0′, hence, neither 0:y nor 1 − 0:y can be an r.e. real. In the following we give a
completely elementary construction of such a random real y.

Proof. Elementary proof. Let x= x0 x1 x2 : : : be an inFnite binary sequence such that
0:x is � like. We deFne an inFnite binary sequence y=y0y1y2 : : : by letting

yi =




xi if i61;
xi+3n if 3n¡i62 · 3n;
xi−3n if 2 · 3n¡i63n+1:

The sequence y is obtained by recursively re-ordering the digits of the sequence x.
Hence, also y is a random sequence in <2. Next, we show that neither 0:y nor 1− 0:y
is an r.e. real. In fact, we show more:

0:x �¿dom0:y and 0:x �¿dom1− 0:y : (10)

By symmetry, it suXces to show that 0:x does not dominate 0:y. For the sake of a
contradiction, assume that 0:x¿dom0:y. Then, by Theorem 4.9,

H (y(2 · 3n))6H (x(2 · 3n)) + O(1);

and hence, by the deFnition of y we obtain

H (x(3n+1))6H (y(3n+1)) + O(1)6H (x(2 · 3n)) + O(1);

for all n∈N. That is,

H (x(3n+1))62 · 3n + H (string2·3n) + O(1):

Since limn→∞ (3n+1 − 2 · 3n − H (string2·3n))=∞ the sequence x is not random by
Theorem 3.3. This contradicts the fact that 0:x is � like. We have proved (10). By
DeFnition 6.1 we conclude that neither 0:y nor 1− 0:y is an r.e. real.

In a sense, compared with a non-� like r.e. real, an � like real number either
contains more information or at least its information is structured in a more useful
way because we can Fnd a good approximation from below to any r.e. real from
a good approximation from below to any Fxed � like real. Sometimes we wish to
compute not just an arbitrary approximation (say, of precision 2−n) from below to
an r.e. real, instead, we wish to compute a special approximation, namely the Frst n
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digits of its binary expansion. Is the information in � organized in such a way as
to guarantee that for any r.e. real � there exists a total recursive function g :N → N
(depending upon �) such that from the Frst g(n) digits of � we can actually compute
the Frst n digits of �? We show that the answer to this question is negative if one
demands that the computation is done by a total recursive function.
For two inFnite sequences x; y∈�! we write 0:x6tt0:y in case A#

x6ttA#
y.

9 It is
easy to see that this can also be expressed as follows: 0:x6tt0:y if and only if there
are two total recursive functions g :N→N and F :�∗→�∗ with x(n)=F(y(g(n)))
for all n. This preorder 6tt has a maximum among the r.e. reals, but this maximum
is not �, as no random r.e. real is maximal.

Theorem 6.14. The following statements hold:
1. For every r.e. real �; �6tt0:�K .
2. 0:�K �6tt�.

Proof. For the Frst assertion observe that for an arbitrary r.e. real 0:x the set Ax is
r.e., whence Ax61K (i.e. there is a recursive one-to-one function g with Ax = g−1(K)).
Since A#

x6ttAx is obvious we obtain A#
x6ttK . The second assertion follows from the

following result by Bennett [1] (proved indirectly in Juedes et al. [16]) stating that

for every language A⊆�∗ with K6ttA the sequence �A is not random

and from the fact that � is random (Theorem 3.4).

We remark that a direct proof of the cited fact by Bennett has been given by Calude
and Nies [8], who also prove that � is wtt-complete (for the deFnition of wtt-reduction
the reader is referred to Soare [27]). This last fact shows that for any r.e. real 0:x there
exist a total recursive function g :N→N and a partial recursive function F :�∗ o→ �∗
with x(n)=F(�(g(n))) for all n (use again A#

x6ttAx).

7. Open problems

We close our paper with some open problems and comments on some of them.
1. Does there exist a random r.e. real which is not �-like?

Comment. Kucera [20] (see also [17]) has observed that 0′ is the only r.e. de-
gree which contains random sets (where we identify a set with its characteristic
sequence). But Corollary 6.12 shows that 0′ splits into diCerent =dom-equivalence
classes.
Added on 1 April 1999: Recently Slaman [25] has shown that every r.e. random real
is �-like. Hence, by Theorem 6.6, r.e. random reals coincide with � numbers. This

9 Let D be a total standard notation of all Fnite sets of words in �∗. A language A is said to be truth-
table reducible to a language B (in that case we write A6ttB), if there are two total recursive functions
f :�∗ → N and g :�∗ → �∗ such that x∈A if and only if �B(f(x))∈Dg(x) (compare [27]).
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makes it interesting to analyze the world of all r.e. reals by asking how “close”
an r.e. real is to the class of random r.e. reals, which are simply the Chaitin �
numbers, the 6dom-greatest =dom-class of r.e. reals.

2. Let A be a universal Martin-LEof test. Is �=
∑

n 0(An�!) �-like?
Added on 1 April 1999: Slaman [26] has answered this question in the aXrmative:
he proved that the measure of any section An of a universal Martin-LEof test A,
0(An�!), is �-like.

3. Further study the Frst-order theory of 〈Rr:e:;6dom〉.
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